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Jewish in Volapük

translation and definition "Jewish", English-Volapük Dictionary  online

Jewish  p
IPA: ˈdʒuː.ɪʃ, /ˈdʒuː.ɪʃ/; Type: adjective, proper;

hiyudanik  { adjective }

of or relating to a Jew or Jews, their ethnicity, religion or culture

of or relating to (a) Jew(s)

jiyudanik  { adjective }

of or relating to a Jew or Jews, their ethnicity, religion or culture

of or relating to (a) Jew(s)

yudanik  { adjective }

of or relating to a Jew or Jews, their ethnicity, religion or culture

of or relating to (a) Jew(s)

Being a Jew, or relating to Jews, their religion or their culture.

Yiddish
V   more

    Show declension of Jewish

jewish  p

Similar phrases in dictionary English Volapük. (2)

binob yudan
binob yudan

Example sentences with "Jewish", translation memory
No translation memories found.

Showing page 1. Found 0 sentences matching phrase "Jewish".Found in 0 ms. Translation memories are created by human, but
computer aligned, which might cause mistakes. They come from many sources and are not checked. Be warned.
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